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Our Essential Question

How can we have meaningful, 
enjoyable, sustainable professional 

conversations with teachers—
conversations that actually impact

teacher practice? 



Recap from September Session

•Creating Bandwidth for Instructional Leadership
•Systems for Handling Paperwork & Email
•Evidence-Driven Instructional Leadership 
•Changing Teacher Practice: the High-
Performance Instructional Leadership Model



Respond in Chat:

What are some steps you’ve taken or are 
considering to reduce the number of 

separate decisions you make each day?
•What are you prepping in advance?
•What are you turning into a habit?
•What are you developing policies around? 
•What text are you saving and re-using? 



Resources: PrincipalCenter.com/cesa3



Follow-Up on Productivity Systems

• Chronological File & Future File—reduce filing decisions
• Repertoire app for feedback language
• Saved replies—Gmail Canned Replies, TextExpander, Evernote, Copied
• Archiving in a single folder



Our Agenda for Today

• How to build trust and ramp up your first three cycles of feedback 
conversations
• The best forms of evidence to focus on when you can't get into classrooms 

in person
• How to check in with teachers to maintain professional relationships when 

you can't talk in person
• Taking care of teachers' social/emotional needs as an instructional leader
• How to reduce teachers' workloads and free them up to do more of what 

matters most
• How to choose an instructional leadership focus for each month—and a 1-

page template to help you plan the entire year



Your First Three 
Cycles of 
Classroom Visits 
or 1:1 Calls
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Respond in Chat

In a typical year, where/how do 
you interact with staff? 



The Loss of Serendipity

When we can’t 
informally connect with 
staff, we must 
intentionally connect to 
maintain:
•Relationships
• Information flow



Recap: The High-Performance 
Instructional Leadership Model
1. Frequent
2. Brief
3. Substantive
4. Open-Ended
5. Evidence-Based
6. Criterion-Referenced
7. Conversation-Oriented



Consistent Goals in 
Changing Circumstances
• If you CAN get into classrooms, do it
• If you CAN’T get into some (or any) classrooms,
have 1:1 phone calls
•Strive for 3/day total
•Strive for 500/year total



1:1 Conversations

• Brief, pre-planned agenda
• Open-ended if teacher wants to talk more
• Phone call, not video
• Like conferring in writer’s workshop – not optional, but you 

can share what you want
• Example from Matt Renwick: Schedule for meeting with 

teachers—Instructional Coherence Document



Voice Only—Not Video



Managing 1:1 Phone Calls

•Voice only, not video
•Ask people to schedule a time
•Calendly.com
•ScheduleOnce.com

•Track as you would walkthroughs
•Start with your agenda + be open



Tracking Your Visits & Calls

• Track on same notecards
•Write date of each visit/call
•Write “Call” as a subject
• Same rotation—treat interchangeably
• PDF: PrincipalCenter.com/notecards-pdf
• Pre-cut: PrincipalCenter.com/notecards-free/



Sample Agenda for 1:1 Calls

•Purpose: What’s my main purpose for this cycle?
•Convey: What information do I need to convey 
to teachers?
•Gather: What information do I need to gather 
from teachers? 
•Ask: What specific questions will I ask?



Types of Questions to Ask in 1:1 Calls

•Connection: How are you doing? What’s keeping
you going? How’s your family?
•Reaction: How do you feel about _? What do you 
think of this idea? 
• Input: What do you think we should do for _? 
How is _ working? Should we make changes?



Respond in Chat

For an upcoming cycle of 1:1 calls:
•What’s my main purpose?
•What information do I need to convey?
•What information do I need to gather?
•What specific questions do I need to ask



Ramping Up Classroom Visits (NWT Ch. 4-5)

Cycle 1: No notes or 
feedback—present & 
pleasant

Cycle 2: No notes—verbal 
“noticing” feedback

Cycle 3 and beyond: Low-
inference notes



• Import evaluation criteria, e.g. Danielson
• Type keywords in snippet box
• Review criteria
• Focus on evidence related to criteria 



Repertoire is free for CESA3 leaders

Email to justin@principalcenter.com:
•Staff roster—first name, last name, email
•Any language you’d like us to import



Documenting 
Alternative Forms 
of Evidence
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Katie Rainey, Educator Effectiveness



Seeing the Whole “Iceberg” of 
Teacher Practice



Observability Bias

Observability bias is the tendency to over-
emphasize aspects of practice that are easy for 
observers to document, while de-emphasizing 

aspects of practice that are cognitive—and thus 
invisible to observers—or that happen outside 
the classroom or the observed portion of the 

lesson.



Example: The Iceberg &
Observability Bias
• Visible: teacher is asking lower-level factual recall questions
• Invisible: teacher thinking about purpose of questioning, 

based on where class is in the unit and what students 
currently know and are able to do
• Observability-biased instructional leadership: note that 

teacher asked lower-level questions; advise to ask higher-
order questions.
•Whole-iceberg instructional leadership: ask evidence-based 

questions to probe teacher thinking



Visibility & Zoom



Additional Challenges Observing
Virtual Teaching & Learning
• No direct observation
• No face-to-face teaching
• Different forms of interaction between teacher, student, and 

content
• New divisions of labor among teachers
• Different forms of evidence of practice
• New challenges for experienced teachers
• Different improvement priorities
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Which Domains Are Visible
in Classroom Observations?

1. Planning & Preparation
2. Classroom Environment
3. Instruction
4. Professional Responsibilities

What about virtual teaching?



Looking for Evidence of Practice
In More Places

To provide feedback on the whole “iceberg” 
of practice, we need forms of evidence other 

than direct observation of the teacher 
“teaching” in the traditional sense. 



Matt Renwick: Annotated Photos



Matt Renwick: Annotated Photos



Matt Renwick: Annotated Photos



Organizing Evidence with Evernote

•One note per teacher, saved in Evernote
•Share the link with the teacher
•Add text, photos, documents, and other
artifacts throughout the year

Evernote.com



Other Sources of Evidence

1. Standards/curriculum/pacing documents 
2. Teacher-created artifacts
3. Teacher-curated artifacts 
4. Student work artifacts
5. Data/assessment results

PrincipalCenter.com/virtual-pdf



Should I “Observe” Video Lessons?

•Keep in perspective—they’re just the visible 
tip of the iceberg
•Be mindful of new divisions of labor
•Look for evidence that points to teacher 
thinking, not just doing



Choosing an 
Instructional 
Leadership Focus 
for Each Month
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Choosing A Focus—3 Criteria

•Relevance
•Evidence
•Impact





Solving Big Problems

•What are the biggest barriers to learning for 
our students—especially students with the 
fewest resources & greatest needs? 
•What will remove a time-consuming 
responsibility from teachers’ plates?
•How can we get similar results with 
dramatically less work?



Non-Priorities

•Updating plans/documents
•Process for the sake of process
•“Downstream” improvement work



Helping Teachers 
Thrive
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Social-Emotional Well-Being for Teachers

You can’t pour 
from an

empty pitcher.



Respond in chat:

•How do I model well-being for my staff? 
•What expectations have I set that promote, 
rather than work against, teacher well-
being? 



Professional Boundaries, 
Not Perfectionism
• Teachers are used to doing whatever it takes to meet 

their personal standards for their work
•Now more than ever, teachers need to set and work 

within boundaries—good enough is good enough
•Parkinson’s Law: Work expands to fill the time 

available for its completion



Pareto Satisficing within Boundaries

Key ideas:
•The Pareto Principle:

80% of results come from 20% 
of efforts
•Satisficing:

“Good enough” is good enough
•Parkinson’s Law:

“Work expands to fill the 
available time.”



Highlighting Teachers’ Contributions

Matt Renwick—newsletters



PD vs. Planning Time

Many PD topics lack urgency for teachers now, and 
teachers desperately want more planning time. 

How do we decide what’s worth doing PD on now? 



PD vs. Planning Time

Before arranging PD, ask:

Will it solve big problems? 



Resources from Matt Renwick

PrincipalCenter.com/cesa3-october











MPES Virtual Teaching and Independent 
Learning Coherence Document
• Authentic Tasks and Assessments 
• Discussion and Other Instructional Practices
• Clarity of Plans and Student Expectations
• Voice and Choice 
• Proactive Communication 



Respond in Chat

•What’s your current/next focus for a cycle of visits/1:1 
conversations with teachers? 
•How will you schedule and track these visits/calls with 

teachers? 
•What’s one specific thing you can take off of teachers’

plates?
•What PD seems most urgent to your staff?



Instructional Leadership Resources from Last 
Month
• Classroom Visit Notecards
• Download: PrincipalCenter.com/notecards-pdf
• Request: PrincipalCenter.com/notecards-free

• Repertoire app
email justin@principalcenter.com

• Instructional Leadership Self-Assessment: 
PrincipalCenter.com/ilsa



Resources: PrincipalCenter.com/cesa3
https://www.principalcenter.com/cesa3-october


